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ABSTRACT: Background: High-frequency thalamic
stimulation is an effective therapy for essential tremor,
which mainly affects voluntary movements and/or
sustained postures. However, continuous stimulation
may deliver unnecessary current to the brain due to the
intermittent nature of the tremor.
Objective: We proposed to close the loop of thalamic
stimulation by detecting tremor-provoking movement
states using local field potentials recorded from the same
electrodes implanted for stimulation, so that the stimula-
tion is only delivered when necessary.
Methods: Eight patients with essential tremor participated
in this study. Patient-specific support vector machine classi-
fiers were first trained using data recorded while the patient
performed tremor-provoking movements. Then, the trained
models were applied in real-time to detect these move-
ments and triggered the delivery of stimulation.
Results: Using the proposed method, stimulation was
switched on for 80.37 ± 7.06% of the time when tremor-
evoking movements were present. In comparison, the

stimulation was switched on for 12.71 ± 7.06% of the time
when the patients were at rest and tremor-free. Compared
with continuous stimulation, a similar amount of tremor sup-
pression was achieved while only delivering 36.62 ± 13.49%
of the energy used in continuous stimulation.
Conclusions: The results suggest that responsive tha-
lamic stimulation for essential tremor based on tremor-
provoking movement detection can be achieved without
any requirement for external sensors or additional ele-
ctrocorticography strips. Further research is required to
investigate whether the decoding model is stable across
time and generalizable to the variety of activities patients
may engage with in everyday life. © 2021 The Authors.
Movement Disorders published by Wiley Periodicals LLC
on behalf of International Parkinson and Movement Dis-
order Society
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Essential tremor (ET) is one of the most common neuro-
logical movement disorders, in which the symptom is typi-
cally intermittent, predominantly occurring during
voluntary movement and/or sustained posture.1-3 Severe
ET can be functionally disabling and up to 50% of
patients do not respond adequately to drug therapy.4

Continuous deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an effective
therapy for ET.5,6 However, a gradual increase of stimula-
tion intensity is often required due to disease progression
or habituation to stimulation.7-9 High-intensity stimulation
may induce unpleasant side effects including postural
instability and speech impairment.10-12
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Compared with conventional open-loop DBS or
thalamotomy, closed-loop or adaptive DBS has the benefit
of delivering stimulation only when symptoms are present.
The reduction in delivered energy may potentially reduce
side effects and possibly prolong clinical efficacy through
amelioration of habituation.13,14 Measurements from sur-
face electromyography (EMG), wearable accelerometers,
or electrocorticography (ECoG) recorded from a strip of
intracranial electrodes implanted over the surface of the
motor cortex have been used to detect movement states
associated with tremor, or tremor itself, and to trigger the
DBS.15-19 However, these existing closed-loop DBS systems
required external sensors or additional invasive instrumen-
tation. External sensors may reduce compliance and intro-
duce additional power demand related to communication
with the pulse generator. They also potentially introduce a
system vulnerability should communication be com-
promised or hijacked. Local field potentials (LFPs)
recorded from the same DBS electrodes as used for stimula-
tion require no additional electrodes or hardware and are
likely to pick up pathological signals related to symptoms
because of their location at the site of interest. Therefore,
LFPs provide an alternative source of feedback control for
DBS.20,21 LFPs recorded from subthalamic nucleus (STN)
have been used to develop closed-loop DBS for patients
with Parkinson’s disease by detecting increased beta band
power and, in acute studies, have shown superior clinical
effect to conventional DBS for rigidity and
bradykinesia.22,23 In addition, Hirschmann and colleagues
identified a correlation between high-frequency oscillations
in STN and parkinsonian rest tremor.24,25 In an offline
study, they demonstrated that parkinsonian rest tremor
can be detected based on STN LFPs.26 Recently, we dem-
onstrated that LFPs recorded from the ventral intermediate
(VIM) thalamus can be used to detect voluntary movement
provoking tremor and postural tremor which could be
used to trigger closed-loop DBS.27 However, there have
not been any studies using thalamic LFPs for real-time
closed-loop DBS for essential tremor.
In this study we designed a system for triggering closed-

loop DBS based on the real-time detection of tremor-
provoking movements using LFPs recorded from the VIM
thalamus and/or zona incerta (ZI). We tested the effective-
ness of the system in eight patients who received surgery
for DBS for the treatment of ET. Our results show that
real-time detection of tremor-provoking movements can
be achieved without the requirement of external sensors or
additional ECoG strips, and closed-loop DBS based on the
decoding significantly reduces tremor associated with
movements and sustained posture.

Patients and Methods
Subjects

Eight patients with ET (three female) who had under-
gone bilateral implantation of DBS electrodes

participated in this study. A total of 1.5 mm spaced
St. Jude Medical Infinity directional DBS leads (Abbott)
were implanted in seven patients and linear Vercise
DBS leads (Boston Scientific) were implanted in one
patient from a second centre. In both centres the VIM
motor thalamus and/or ZI were targeted for the elec-
trode tip using classic anterior commissure posterior
commissure (ACPC) stereotactic coordinates (x = +/
−13, y = −4, z = 0). The clinical details of the patients
and the ACPC coordinates of the most dorsal (top) and
most ventral (bottom) contacts of each electrode are
included in Table 1. The mean top electrode contact
position in ACPC space in mm was x = 14.3 ± 2.0,
y = −2.1 ± 1.7, z = 4.2 ± 2.1 (mean ± SD). Mean bot-
tom electrode contact position was x = 11.0 ± 1.7,
y = −5.3 ± 1.3, z = −1.9 ± 2.2 (mean ± SD). The Lead-
DBS MATLAB toolbox (version 2.3.2) was used to
reconstruct the electrode trajectories and location of
different contacts based on preoperative magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) and postoperative computed
tomography (CT) scans.28 The electrode locations were
registered and normalized into the MNI 1522009b
space (Montreal Neurological Institute) using
Connectomic ET target atlas,29,30 and shown in
Figure 1A. The study was approved by the local ethics
committee and all patients gave informed written con-
sent before the experiment.

Stimulation
For directional DBS leads, the segmented contacts of

levels 2 or 3 were physically joined together to make
one monopolar channel, so that we had four
monopolar channels from each recorded hemisphere. A
neuroBi neurostimulator (Bionics) was used to deliver
monopolar stimulation to one of the monopolar DBS
channels with a fixed stimulation frequency of 130 Hz,
a biphasic pulse width of 60 microseconds, and an
interphase gap of 20 microseconds. The electrode for
the stimulation return was connected to an electrode
patch attached to the shoulder of the patient, similar to
the configuration used in a previous study.22 Prior to
the experiment, the contact to stimulate and the
corresponding stimulation amplitude were selected
based on tremor control and side effects assessed by a
clinician during progressive stepping up of stimulation
amplitude. The minimal stimulation amplitude that
consistently suppressed tremor when the DBS was in
the ‘continuous’ mode was used for the study (more
details in Table 1). Before the real-time closed-loop
DBS test, the clinician manually changed the stimula-
tion amplitude between 0 and the effective amplitude
quickly to see if rapid changes in the stimulation ampli-
tude induced any side effects. No participant reported
long-lasting unpleasant side effects. For the implemen-
tation of the closed-loop DBS, only monopolar
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stimulation was tested, therefore the settings used dur-
ing the recording might not be optimal and are likely to
be different from what is used for chronic clinical
stimulation.
Simultaneous bilateral stimulation was delivered in

six patients, and unilateral stimulation (to the left hemi-
sphere for patient ET1 and right hemisphere for ET2)

was delivered in the other two patients since tremor
was unilateral in these patients. During the experiment,
the stimulation amplitude was set to the previously
selected value (1–3 V; mean: 1.95 V, see Table 1 for
more details) when the movement detection was posi-
tive; otherwise, the stimulation amplitude was set
to 0 V.

TABLE 1. Details of patients included in the study

P G
Age
(yr)

DD
(yr) FTMTRS

DBS
leads

L/R ACPC coordinates (mm)

L/R
amp
(V)

Predominant symptom
(s) before surgery

Preoperative
medication

Top contact Bottom contact

X Y Z X Y Z

1 F 77 21 53 Abb 14 −2.1 3.1 10 −5.5 −4.3 1.1 Tremor, gait ataxia,
tremor worse on
right, upper limb and
voice tremor

Half Sinemet CR
125 mg at night13.5 −1.8 4.3 9.6 −5.1 −3.1

2 M 61 20 56 Abb 13.1 −3 5.5 9.4 −5.1 −2.9 Tremor, dystonia, upper
limb tremor and
head tremor

None for tremor,
previously primidone,
propranolol,
gabapentin, levodopa

11.2 −4.2 4.6 9 −5.9 −0.8 3

3 M 75 18 72 Abb 14.9 −2.2 3.5 11 −5.6 −3.4 2.5 Tremor, upper limb,
lower limb and head
tremor

None for tremor,
previously tried
primidone,
clonazepam,
propranolol,
gabapentin,
topiramate

15.9 −0.6 3.5 11.7 −4.1 −3.5 2.0

4 M 70 8 56 Abb 15 −2.6 5.4 10.4 −6.4 −1.4 1.8 Tremor, upper limb,
with right worse
than left, lower limb
tremor

None for tremor,
previously tried
propranolol,
gabapentin,
topiramate,
lamotrigine,
primidone

15.2 −1.8 4 10.8 −5.9 −2.6 1.8

5 F 62 45 32 Abb 12.4 −1.8 4.4 9.5 −6.1 −3.5 2 Tremor, upper limb
tremor left worse
than right, voice
tremor

None for tremor,
previously
propranolol,
pregabalin,
primidone

12.2 −3.5 4.2 10 −7.6 −3.4 2

6 M 70 5 42 Abb 15.8 0.4 3.1 11.8 −4.8 −3.2 3 Tremor, upper limb left
worse than right

None for tremor,
previously
pregabalin,
primidone,
propranolol,
topiramate,
gabapentin

14.6 −1.2 3.8 10.2 −6.2 −2.6 3

7 M 67 47 54 Abb 11 −7 −2 10.5 −7.1 −3 1.5 Tremor, upper limb
right worse than left,
head tremor

None for tremor,
previously tried
propranolol,
topiramate,
gabapentin

14.4 −2 4.6 13.9 −2 3.5 1.5

8 F 65 NA NA Bos 18.9 0.2 6.6 15.1 −3.6 1.1 1.1 Tremor, upper limb,
worse intention
tremor on left

None for tremor
17 −0.5 8.7 13.7 −4.2 2.3 1.0

Mean 68.4 23.4 52.1 14.3 −2.1 4.2 11.0 −5.3 −1.9 1.95
SD 5.4 15.3 11.6 2.0 1.7 2.1 1.7 1.3 2.2 0.68

Patient 1 had gait ataxia which is sometimes seen in advanced ET. Patient 2 had an overlap between ET and dystonic tremor. Top contact indicated L4 or R4 for
patients 1–7, L5 or R5 for patient 8. Bottom contact indicated L1 or R1 for all patients.
Abbreviations: P, patient; G, gender; yr, year; DD, disease duration; FTMTRS, Fahn−Tolosa−Marin Tremor Rating Scale; DBS, deep brain stimulation; L, left; R,
right; ACPC, anterior commissure posterior commissure line; amp, amplitude; Abb, Abbott infinity 1.5 mm spaced leads (1−4), Abbott; Bos, Boston linear 8 con-
tact leads (1−8), Boston Scientific; NA, not available; SD, standard deviation.
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Data Recording
All recordings in this study were carried out 4 or

5 days after the first surgery for DBS electrodes implan-
tation. LFPs from two adjacent contacts or two con-
tacts neighbouring the stimulation contact were
recorded in the differential bipolar mode. For the
patient with linear octopolar DBS leads, three bipolar
channels from four of the bottom five contacts (1−5)
were recorded and analyzed. Electroencephalograms
(EEGs) covering “Fz”, “FCz”, “Cz”, “Oz”, “C3”, “C4”,
“CP3”, and “CP4” according to the standard 10–20 sys-
tem were recorded in unipolar mode with common ref-
erence rejection. Bipolar EMG signals were measured
from flexor carpi radialis of both arms and the masseter
muscle, and acceleration measurements were acquired
by triaxial accelerometers taped to the back of each
hand. All these signals were simultaneously recorded
using a TMSi Porti amplifier (TMS International) with
a sampling rate of 2048 Hz. The reference electrode of
the amplifier was connected to the chest or the wrist of
the patient. The amplifier has a gain of 20 with 22 bits
analogue to digital converters and resolution of
0.0715 μV per bit for both unipolar and bipolar inputs.
A first-order low-pass filter with a −3 db point at
4.8 kHz, and a digital sinc3 filter with a cut-off fre-
quency of 553 Hz were implemented in the amplifier,
and were applied automatically on all recorded signals.

The recorded bipolar LFPs were further band-pass fil-
tered at 0.5–500 Hz using a forward 8th-order But-
terworth IIR band-pass filter in MATLAB (R2018a,
MathWorks).

Closed-Loop Control of DBS
Twelve features in time and frequency domains were

extracted from recorded LFPs and fed into the pretrained
classifier to detect tremor-provoking voluntary movements
and postures (Fig. 1B). Because stimulation induces
changes in the neural activities and artefacts in the record-
ing, model parameters were separately trained for different
simulation status (On or Off). In addition, as our previous
study suggested that the most important feature for volun-
tary movement and postural tremor decoding was differ-
ent, in this study we trained separate patient-specific
classifiers for the voluntary movement and posture
decoding.27 Therefore, we had four classifiers for each
patient: voluntary movements and posture tremor for
stimulation on and off. In the real-time testing the right
model was selected based on the status of the stimulator.
If any voluntary movement or posture was detected the
stimulator was switched on. If no voluntary movement
and posture were detected the stimulator was switched off
(Fig. 1B). Note that the stimulator was controlled auto-
matically by the system, thus the status of the stimulator
at any moment was registered by the program.

FIG 1. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) electrode localization and schematic of the real-time closed-loop DBS for essential tremor based on simultaneous
measurements of ventral intermediate nucleus (VIM) and zona incerta (ZI) local field potentials (LFPs). (A) Three-dimensional reconstruction in coronal
view (upper image) and sagittal view (lower image) of all recorded DBS leads localized in standard space using Lead-DBS software. Electrodes in the
right hemisphere were mirrored and are shown from the left hemisphere. (B) Features in time and frequency domains are extracted from bipolar LFPs
recorded from VIM-ZI thalamus. If the current status of the stimulator is off and voluntary movement or tremor-provoking posture is detected
(i.e., output 1), the stimulator would be switched on. If the current status of the stimulator is on and no voluntary movement and tremor-provoking pos-
ture is detected (i.e., output 0), the stimulator would be switched off. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Experimental Protocol
The experimental protocol consisted of a training ses-

sion and a testing session with real-time decoding and
stimulation. During the training session each patient
was asked to perform self-paced voluntary movements:
the pegboard task and/or pouring rice from one cup to
another cup using the worst-affected hand. Data were
also recorded when the patients were asked to maintain
tremor-provoking postures such as raising both arms to
shoulder level with flexed elbows and the fingers of
both hands pointing to the centre. The voluntary move-
ments and sustained postures were performed in blocks,
with roughly 30 seconds of movements and 30 seconds
of resting each block. Each patient was asked to per-
form 6–8 blocks of voluntary movements and 8–10
blocks of sustained postures each with and without
continuous DBS, during which LFPs, EEGs, EMGs, and
accelerometer measurements were simultaneously
recorded. Tremor usually develops during voluntary
movements or during specific postures in patients with
essential tremor, so that there may be some delay
between the start of movements and the onset of the
tremor. In addition, the recordings were carried out
only a few days after DBS electrode implantation, and
tremor may not always be present in the patients tested
in this study due to the postoperative stun effect. Thus,
in this study we did not try to decode tremor per
se. Instead, we aimed to decode the tremor-provoking
movements such as ‘voluntary movements’ which
involve kinematic arm movements, and ‘posture’ which
involve isometric contraction of the arms. This had the
additional potential benefit that decoding might be able
to anticipate tremor onset rather than follow it, so that
the DBS could be switched on before the tremor was
provoked by movement, allowing more time for DBS to
suppress tremor.
During the real-time decoding and stimulation test

the patients were asked to repeat the voluntary move-
ments and to maintain the tremor-provoking postures,
while the trained models were applied in real time to
detect the voluntary movements and postures and to
actuate the DBS. All eight patients finished the training
session, which enabled us to investigate the offline
decoding performance of the models in all eight
patients. For the real-time testing session, one patient
(ET1) failed to participate due to some technical issues,
one patient (ET3) did not participate in the testing of
posture decoding, and one patient (ET7) performed
movements for too short a period for the testing of vol-
untary movement decoding. Thus, we had in total six
patients who completed the real-time testing of posture
decoding and six patients who completed the real-time
testing of voluntary movement decoding, which enabled
us to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed closed-
loop DBS system.

Model Training
For each patient, four models were trained to decode

the voluntary movement and posture with stimulation
on and off based on the recorded LFPs. Specifically, the
decoder output was updated at 10 Hz with an update
interval of 100 milliseconds. Features were extracted
based on all recorded bipolar LFPs and the label was
determined based on the recorded accelerometer mea-
surements or EMGs. The supervised training procedure
for each model consisted of four steps: preprocessing,
feature extraction, labeling, and classifier training (more
details in Supplementary Materials S1).

Online Testing
During online testing, the patients were asked to

repeat the voluntary movements and to maintain the
tremor-provoking postures at their own pace. The clas-
sifiers with the best decoding performance during train-
ing were selected to detect the movements and postures
and to actuate the DBS in real time. The detection was
carried out every 100 milliseconds, resulting in a 10 Hz
update rate for the DBS control. For each detection the
features were extracted from the bipolar LFPs
according to the same procedures during model train-
ing. The decision process for each update of the DBS
control is shown in Fig. 1B.

Offline Evaluation of the Proposed Adaptive
DBS Protocol

The decoding accuracy, true-positive rate (TPR),
false-positive rate (FPR), and false-negative rate (FNR)
of the real-time decoding were quantified by comparing
the time when the stimulation was switched on and the
time when movements could be detected based on
accelerometer measurements. To evaluate the effective-
ness of the proposed method in suppressing postural
tremor, the average power in the tremor frequency
band (3–7 Hz) assessed from the accelerometer mea-
surements recorded from the most affected hand, and
the total delivered DBS energy were quantified and
compared across three stimulation conditions; no DBS,
adaptive DBS (A-DBS), and continuous DBS (C-DBS).

Results
Offline Decoding Performance

Note that here we try to decode the tremor-
provoking movement states, either voluntary move-
ments or posture holding, instead of tremor per se. The
average power spectra density (PSD) showed reduced
beta band activity (13–30 Hz) during voluntary move-
ments and posture holding, compared to rest. In addi-
tion, posture holding was associated with higher theta
band activities (4–7 Hz) (Fig. 2A). When stimulation
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was switched on (Fig. 2B), there was prominent stimu-
lation artefact at the stimulation frequency (130 Hz)
and there were also other peaks in the PSD which were
related to the aliasing effect. The area under the curves
(AUCs) of different classification algorithms for the
detection of voluntary movement and tremor-
provoking posture with the stimulation switched on
and off are shown in Figure 2C−F. Among different
algorithms tested, SVM provided the best decoding per-
formance in all conditions across all tested participants.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of the
decoding based on SVM for all tested participants is
also presented in Figure 2C−F. In the data used for
training the model, the percentage of data recorded
with or without movements were roughly matched:
52.55% movement versus 47.45% no movement when
the stimulation was off; 52.8% movement versus
47.2% no movement when stimulation was continu-
ously on; 57.17% tremor-provoking posture versus
42.83% rest when stimulation was off; and 58.56%
tremor-provoking posture versus 41.44% rest when the
stimulation was on. With SVM, average AUCs of
0.869 ± 0.025 (mean ± SEM), 0.863 ± 0.028,
0.858 ± 0.029, and 0.792 ± 0.033 were achieved for
the decoding of voluntary movement without and with
stimulation, and sustained postural without and with
stimulation, respectively. These results suggest that vol-
untary movement and posture can be decoded using
thalamic LFPs with an accuracy of around 80%, even
with stimulation artefact when the stimulator was
switched on. More analyses on features contributing to
the decoding are presented in the Supplementary Mate-
rial S1.

Online Decoding Results
During online testing, the detection of the voluntary

movement and sustained posture was performed based
on LFPs measured in real time to automatically drive
the stimulator. The status of the DBS could be moni-
tored according to the control signal output and the
stimulation artefact in the recorded LFPs, as shown in
Figure 3A. For real-time voluntary movement decoding,
the achieved average accuracy, TPR, FRP, and FNR
were 84.46 ± 1.54% (mean ± SEM), 80.37 ± 2.88%,
12.71 ± 1.44%, and 19.63 ± 2.88%, respectively
(Fig. 3B). This means that the DBS was switched on for
80.37 ± 2.88% of the total duration when patients
were engaged in self-paced voluntary movements; and
the DBS was switched on for only 12.71 ± 1.44% of
the time when the patients were at rest and free from
tremor. The average duration across all false-negative
responses, that is, the episodes when DBS was switched
off during voluntary movements, was 1.859 seconds
(Fig. 3C). The DBS was also triggered by the detection
of tremor-provoking postures, which modulated the

severity of tremor during those postures (Fig. 3D). In
this acute trial, on average, A-DBS using the proposed
method suppressed the tremor by 52.62 ± 13.12%
compared with no DBS, similar to the level of tremor
suppression achieved by continuous DBS
(53.02 ± 12.59% for C-DBS, t5 = −0.0267, P = 0.9798,
paired t-test). However, the A-DBS only delivered
39.62 ± 5.51% of the energy delivered during C-DBS
(Fig. 3E) in the recording session during which partici-
pants maintained tremor-provoking posture for roughly
50% of the time. Note that a higher TPR could be
achieved with a higher FPR if we reduced the decision
threshold in the real-time test. The FPR indicates the
percentage of time when the DBS is switched on while
not actually necessary. A higher FPR is potentially
acceptable in clinical practice. Thus the TPR rates given
in this study can be taken to be conservative estimates
of what might be achieved during chronic stimulation.

Detecting Tremor Using LFPs
One patient in this cohort (ET3) showed gradually

increasing tremor a few seconds after he raised his arms
(Fig. 4A). Meanwhile, beta reduction and theta incre-
ment were observed in LFPs (Fig. 4B). This allowed us
to test whether decoding tremor-provoking movements
would have the potential benefit of anticipating tremor
as opposed to reacting to it. To do this, we compared
the performance of movement decoding versus tremor
decoding using SVM in the stimulation off condition.
For the tremor decoding model, the training data were
labeled according to the power in the tremor-frequency
band (3−7 Hz) in the accelerometer signal; whereas for
the movement decoding model, the training data were
labeled using the total activity of the EMG measure-
ments. The AUC for movement decoding was higher
than for tremor decoding (0.843 compared to 0.793,
Fig. 4C). A threshold was then applied on the decoder
output to show when DBS might be triggered.
Figure 4D shows that based on movement detection,
DBS would be switched on around the onset of the
movement but before the development of tremor. How-
ever, if the tremor decoding model is used, the DBS
would only be switched on after the development of
tremor when matching true-positive detection rates
(Fig. 4E).
However, decoding of tremor has the advantage that

it can be used to modulate DBS intensity according to
tremor severity. We thus also tested whether we could
predict the tremor intensity based on LFPs using SVM-
regression (SVR). The results showed that the tremor
intensity, that is, the average power in the tremor fre-
quency band (3–7 Hz) in the accelerometer signal, was
predicted very well using single-channel LFPs when the
stimulation was switched off (Fig. 4F).
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Discussion

In this study we demonstrated that both voluntary
movement and postural actions provoking tremor
can be detected using thalamic LFPs despite stimula-
tion artefact when the DBS was switched on, and
verified the effectiveness of the proposed closed-loop
DBS system with real-time stimulation testing in
patients with essential tremor.

Closed-Loop DBS for ET Based on LFPs
Tremor in ET is intermittent, occurring when the

patients are engaged in voluntary movements or
maintaining certain postures, and the symptoms are
further affected by factors such as mental state, fatigue,
and medication state. Compared to continuous DBS or
thalamotomy, closed-loop DBS has the potential to be
adaptable to changes in patients’ symptoms. Here we
show that closed-loop DBS based on the detection of

FIG 2. Offline decoding results using single bipolar local field potentials (LFPs) measured from contacts neighbouring the contact used for stimulation.
(A) Average power spectra density (PSD) of thalamic LFPs during movements, posture holding, and rest when there was no stimulation. (B) Average
PSD of thalamic LFPs during movements, posture holding, and rest when there was continuous stimulation at 130 Hz. (C) Decoding results for volun-
tary movement when there was no stimulation. (D) Voluntary movement when high-frequency stimulation was switched on. (E) Tremor-provoking pos-
ture when there was no stimulation. (F) Tremor-provoking posture decoding when high-frequency stimulation was switched on. Plots on the left show
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the cross-validation with support vector machine (SVM) in different patients (different colors show
results from different participants). Plots on the right show the cross-validation area under the ROC curves (AUCs) of different classification methods.
LR, logistic regression; LDA, linear discriminant analysis; DT, decision tree; NB, naïve Bayes; HELM, hierarchical extreme learning machine; KNN,
k-nearest neighbors algorithm. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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tremor-provoking movements can be achieved with tha-
lamic LFPs. The proposed methods significantly
reduced tremor during voluntary movements or
sustained posture while reducing the total energy deliv-
ered to the brain, and can be implemented in a fully
implantable and therefore secure system without addi-
tional sensors or sensing electrodes.

Different Decoding Algorithms
In this study the performance of several classification

algorithms, which are commonly used and relatively
easy to implement in real time, were tested during off-
line training. The algorithm with the highest decoding
AUC was selected for online testing. As shown in
Figure 2, linear methods including logistic regression
(LR), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and SVM
achieved slightly better results than the other four

methods which take into account nonlinear relation-
ships between the features including naïve Bayes (NB),
decision tree (DT), hierarchical extreme learning
machine (HELM),31 and k-nearest neighbors (KNN)
algorithm. More complicated methods taking into
account nonlinearity tend to require more data to train
the model. Their relatively poorer performance could
also be due to the assumption of independency between
the features required by the later four classifiers. In the
current application, neither the samples nor the features
were independent from each other because of the over-
lap and coupling between different brain oscillations.
Feature selection procedures such as principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) should be applied if classifiers
assuming independency in the features are to be used.
Some other methods have also been tested for decoding
movement states based on electrophysiological signals.
For example, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been

FIG 3. Online results of adaptive deep brain stimulation (DBS) triggered by detection of voluntary movements and/or tremor-provoking posture. (A) An
example of voluntary movement decoding results in patient ET4. The upper panel shows the acceleration signal with increased value indicating volun-
tary movements in black and the online decoding results in red with 1 and 0 for with and without movement, respectively. The middle panel shows the
filtered local field potentials (LFPs) with prominent artefacts when the DBS was switched on. The bottom panel shows the power spectra of bipolar ven-
tral intermediate nucleus-zona incerta (VIM-ZI) thalamic LFP signal. The red and white bands in the figure indicate stimulation artefacts at 130 Hz and
subharmonic when stimulation was switched on. (B) Averaged accuracy, true-positive rate (TPR), false-positive rate (FPR), and false-negative rate
(FNR) of voluntary movement decoding during online adaptive DBS tests across six patients. (C) Duration distribution of all false-negative responses
(events when the voluntary movements were not detected and trigged the switching on of the DBS). (D) An example of tremor-provoking posture
decoding and DBS control in patient ET4. The upper panel shows the electromyography (EMG) signal in black with increased value indicating tremor-
provoking posture maintaining. The middle panel shows the filtered LFPs with prominent artefacts when the DBS was switched on. The lower panel
shows the power spectra quantified using one bipolar VIM-ZI thalamic LFP signal and the black curve shows the power of tremor frequency band activ-
ities in the accelerometer measurements. (E) The reduced tremor power by adaptive DBS (A-DBS) and continuous DBS (C-DBS) compared with no
DBS, and the saved DBS energy by A-DBS compared with C-DBS. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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used to detect parkinsonian rest tremor and events in
gait cycles based on STN LFPs and showed promising
accuracy.26,32 A deep convolutional neural network
(LFP-Net) has also been used to recognize several differ-
ent motor activities using STN LFPs.33 However, so far
these methods have only been applied in offline analy-
sis. Whether these more advanced algorithms could be
implemented in real time to further improve decoding
performance is still to be evaluated.

The Control Algorithm
In this very first study on closed-loop DBS for essen-

tial tremor based on real-time decoding of tremor-
provoking movements using thalamic LFPs we have
used a binary controller for the stimulator (the

stimulating amplitude was either 0 or a predefined
value). With this algorithm, the stimulation amplitude
was dependent on a decision threshold applied to the
decoder output. This led to a trade-off between the
TPR, which indicates the percentage of time when DBS
is correctly switched on when it is needed, and the FPR,
which indicates the percentage of time when DBS is
switched on when it is actually not needed. In this study
we showed that an 80/13 ratio can be achieved, but this
may be a conservative estimate of what can be achieved
during chronic stimulation. The best trade-off between
TPR and FPR can be different for individual patients
and should be tuned accordingly in practice. In addi-
tion, the binary control algorithm can be improved by
increasing/decreasing the stimulation amplitude in steps
according to the detection of movement/tremor,

FIG 4. Detecting tremor using local field potentials (LFPs) (patient ET3). (A) An example of tremor developing (shown as increased tremor frequency
band activities in accelerometer measurements) at around 5 seconds after the patient raised both arms (at t = 0, detected based on increased electro-
myography [EMG] activities). (B) Averaged power spectra across all trials of one bipolar ventral intermediate nucleus-zona incerta (VIM-ZI) thalamic LFP
signal during posture holding, where both arms are raised at t = 0. (C) The receiver operating curves (ROCs) for decoding movement (DM, the brown
curve) and decoding tremor (DT, the green curve) using support vector machine (SVM). (D) and (E) How decoder output changes with time (zero indi-
cates movement onset) for decoding movement in (D) and decoding tremor in (E). The averaged decoding probabilities are shown in grey. The average
EMG activity and tremor frequency power in accelerometer measurements are shown in red. The blue horizontal dashed line indicates a threshold for
triggering DBS selected so that true-positive detection rates were matched. The green vertical line indicates the average time point when the DBS
would switch on using this threshold. The black vertical line indicates movement onset. (F) Results of tremor intensity estimation averaged across trials
using single-channel LFPs. The red and purple solid curves indicate the tremor power quantified from accelerometer and the predicted tremor power
using LFP, respectively. TPR, true-positive rate; FPR, false-positive rate; AUC, area under the curve; SVR, support vector regression. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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optimizing the update rate of the DBS control and the
time the DBS is kept on at each positive detection.
Another approach is to get rid of the ‘decision thresh-
old’ by modulating the stimulation amplitude continu-
ously according to the decoder output directly, based
on tremor rather than movement decoding. This would
also lead to more gradual changes in the stimulation
amplitude but might reduce the anticipation of tremor
by DBS.

Limitations

In our previous study, the results of offline analysis
suggested that the same classifier trained on data
recorded during prompted predefined movements was
also able to detect other self-paced movements, repre-
sentative of those made during everyday life.27 The fea-
tures contributing to the detection of tremor-provoking
movements defined in the current study, such as
increased theta, reduced beta, and increased gamma
band activities, are also those observed in different
movements.27 However, due to the limited time we had
with each patient we were not able to systematically
test the generalizability of the models in real-time
decoding, or to test how stable the decoding model was
across time within each patient. It would be interesting
to test the A-DBS system in a larger population with
longer experimental periods especially when the
patients are engaging in daily life movements. This may
become feasible as devices with capacity for chronic
sensing and bidirectional communication become more
widely available.13,34,35 The use of chronic implanted
devices would also mean that stimulation effectiveness
can be tested in the absence of any stun effect. Second,
we did not disassociate tremor from voluntary move-
ments in the study; instead, we trained models to detect
tremor-provoking movements/postures. We chose this
approach because tremor may not always be present in
postimplantation patients due to the postoperative stun
effect, and there might be some delay between the start
of movements and the onset of tremor as shown in
Figure 4. By detecting tremor-provoking movement
states we hoped to anticipate tremor rather than trigger
stimulation after the development of tremor. Finally, it
should be stressed that the comparison with conven-
tional DBS provided in this acute study is only approxi-
mate as the tremor may already have been diminished
by the postoperative stun effect, and conventional DBS
was not fully optimized. The most important consider-
ation with respect to the latter point is that conven-
tional DBS was applied as monopolar stimulation to
the same contact as adaptive DBS, without testing other
contacts or stimulation modes.
In summary, we proposed a closed-loop DBS

approach for ET based on the detection of tremor-

provoking movements/postures based on LFPs recorded
from the same DBS electrodes implanted for stimula-
tion. Results from eight participants showed that
tremor-provoking movements/postures can be detected,
even with high-frequency stimulation artefact. This
approach does not require external sensors or addi-
tional ECoG strips, and reduces tremor despite signifi-
cantly reducing the energy delivered to the brain.
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